
Standard Edition Section Question Answer
Spec 6D 24th 3.1.23 People interpret the closure member of clause 3.1.23 as the same as a closure. The name of Figure 5 Key#8 

& B.5 Key#8 was changed from "closure"(23rd Edition) to "end connector"(24th Edition).

Question 1: Does closure member mean the same as closure?

Question 2: Does closure mean the same as end connector?

Response 1: No

Response 2: Yes

Spec 6D 24th 4.1.3 A valve manufacturer produces trunnion ball valves with a 'C' type ball with double eccentric movement for 

the valve. The ball seals on one side only. The section 4.1.3 states that the ball shall be spherical in shape. 

The ball used by this valve manufacturer is hemispherical. This type of ball valve does not qualify for a 

double block and bleed test. 

Can a trunnion ball valve with a 'C' shaped ball with double eccentric operational movement, single side 

sealing, not qualifying to double block and bleed test be considered a trunnion ball valve in compliance with 

section 4.1.3 and Spec API 6D?

Yes

Spec 6D 24th 5.1 Is, Body to bonnet connection bolt or body to cover connection bolt to be consider as pressure containing 

parts?

No. Bolting is not defined as a pressure containing part in 6D, 24th Edition

Spec 6D 24th 5.7.1.1 We manufacture the flanges integral to the ends connector, using the same raw material.

For small size forged ball valves, such as 1/2" to 1.1 / 2", pressure classes 600 to 2500, does API 6D allow to 

attached by welding the flanges at the ends connector?

Reference: Figure 8.5 - Three-piece Trunnion Mounted Ball Valve

Yes

Spec 6D 24th 5.7.1.1 Section 5.7.1.1 of API Spec 6D states that "the manufacturing method shall ensure flange alignment in 

accordance with 5.7.1.2, 5.7.1.3 and 5.7.1.4". Facility interprets the above statement to mandatorily verify 

and record dimensions of all the valves produced to ensure compliance with sections 5.7.12, 5.7.1.3 and 

5.7.1.4.  However, it is practically not feasible especially when sizes are larger to measure the said 

dimensions of all the valves manufactured by the organization.

Is it mandatory for a valve manufacturer to measure and record dimensions of all the valves manufactured to 

demonstrate compliance with section 5.7.1.2, 5.7.1.3 and sections 5.7.1.4? 

No

Spec 6D 24th 5.9 As per API 6D clause 5.9 - Drain connection shall be drilled and threaded. 	Is the drain connection 

mandatory as per API 6D?

No. Only if the equipment is provide with a drain connection as part of the design.

Spec 6D 24th 6.1 For heat treatment requirement in the material specification, is the reference to the “respective ASTM 

standard” sufficient?

Yes, provided it is written as such in a document issued by the manufacturer.

Spec 6D 24th 8.1 Is it always required to conduct UT in a body casting as per clause 8.1? No.  UT is not required unless it is specified by the purchaser in accordance with the 

first clause of API 6D, Section 8.1 (NDE requirements shall conform to Annex G when 

specified by the purchaser) .   If UT is specified by the purchaser, then it must be 

performed in accordance with the applicable requirements of Annex G and only after 

final heat treatment or PWHT.

Spec 6D 24th 8.3.4 We interpreted clause 8.3.4 that there is no need for the personnel performing visual inspection of welding 

operation and completed weld to be qualified and certified "to AWS QC1" as long as the personnel is 

qualified and certified "by a person who is already qualified and certified to AWS QC1".

Is it correct?

Yes

Spec 6D 24th 9.4 Clause 9.4 requires a hydrostatic seat test on each valve. For a bidirectional block valve (9.4.4.2), the test 

pressure must be applied successfully to both ends of the valve. According to the second paragraph of 

9.4.4.3, the test in H.10 must be performed. The third paragraph of H.10.1 states that “the test pressure shall 

be applied successively to each valve end to test each seat”. (The fourth paragraph requires a different test 

that is additional.) The test required by the third paragraph of

H.10.1 is a repeat of the test required by 9.4.4.2. If the test required by 9.4.4.2 is satisfactorily conducted, 

does the test have to be repeated to meet the requirements of the third paragraph of H.10.1?

Yes (when specified). The bi-direction seat test in Spec 6D, Section

9.4.4.2 is not considered to be the same as the double isolation and bleed (DIB) test in 

cited in Spec 6D, Section 9.4.4.3 referencing Spec 6D, Annex H, Section H.10.1. 

However, Spec 6D, Section H.10.1 identifies a supplemental requirement and is only 

conducted when the purchaser specifies the functionality for the valve to be that of 

double isolation and bleed (DIB-1), with both seats bidirectional

Spec 6D 24th 9.4.2 I have a vendor, who believes that pressurizing the valve above this recommended pressure, testing to the 

table 6 duration, and having pressure drop is acceptable as long as it doesn't go below the 1.1 times the 

rating pressure. Acceptance criteria: no visible detectable leakage for the duration of the test at test pressure. 

It is my position that the pressure must be stabilized at pressure, then tested with no loss of pressure. That 

overpressurization and pressure loss is unacceptable, that pressure must remain stable and not drop. Bypass 

or unstabilized pressure is a failure of the test. Is this correct on my part?  

No, the acceptance criteria for soft seated valves is no visible detectable leakage.   



Spec 6D 24th Table 1 46” Top mounted ball Valves : Please confirm API monogram is possible for 46” valves as this size is not 

mentioned in Table 1—Minimum Bore for Full-opening Valves.

Yes, the 46-inch size for a top-mounted ball valve may be manufactured to the 

requirements of API 6D, could qualify as a valve conforming to API 6D, and be 

monogrammable. Even though it is not listed on API 6D, Table 1, the valve cited in your 

inquiry is allowed and is covered by API 6D, Section 4.2.1, as follows:

“When there is no minimum bore dimensions listed for a valve pressure class and size 

stated in Table 1, the size and bore shall be by agreement [see API 6D, 3.1.9] and the 

manufacturer shall stamp the size and bore on the nameplate.”

Spec 6D 24th Table 1 Piggable Valves : The ID of the Ball Valves that are to be installed in pigging lines is smaller than " internal 

minimum cylindrical opening as specified in Table 1 ". Hence please confirm API monogram is possible for 

these valves and please advise if the manufacturers needs to submit any additional documentation to obtain 

Monogram stamping for these valves. A. 18” 600# BALL VALVE - Required ID 429 MM B: 24” 600# BALL 

VALVE - Required ID 575 MM C: 46” 600# BALL VALVE - Required ID

1121 MM.

Yes, the two valve sizes may be manufactured to the requirements of API 6D, could 

qualify as valves conforming to API 6D, and be  monogrammable.  Even though the 

bore sizes in your inquiry are not  listed on Table 1, the valves are covered by the rules 

for reduced-opening valves under API 6D, Section 4.2.2. Using these rules, these two 

valves would then be designated (marked) 18” x 16” (429 mm) and 24” x 22” (575 mm), 

respectively (see API 6D, Section 5.3).

Spec 6D 24th Table 7 If pipe pups are welded to the valve as part of the final assembly and material given by customer of same 

grade as pipe line. Is it mandatory to marked SMYS on pup ends?

No

Spec 6D 24th Table 8 1.	Can we call the multiple parts / components that are assembled, but does not turns into finished product 

to ensure conformance to applicable pressure testing requirements as Sub-assembly? 

2.	If the answer for question number 1 is Yes, Shall the manufacturer / assembler outsource or do off-site 

sub-assembly ? 

3.	Is Operator / Actuator, a assembly in reference to Clause 3.1.2?  No, because it is not a finished product 

that falls under the scope of API 6D.

4.	Is Stem extension with Stem extension housing, a assembly in reference to clause 3.1.2? 

1. No: API 6D makes no definition for sub-assembly.  If an association of multiple parts 

is a finished product that can ensure compliance to a pressure test requirement, then it 

is an assembly, and is subject to the rules of Table 8.  If an association of multiple 

parts cannot ensure compliance to a pressure test requirement, then it is not an 

assembly.  

2.  No : API 6D makes no definition or rules for sub-assembly.  

3. No, because it is not a finished product that falls under the scope of API 6D.

4. No, because it is not a finished product that falls under the scope of API 6D.

Spec 6D 24th A.4.3 Products shall be marked with units as specified in the API specification and/or standard. lf not specified, 

equipment shall be marked with U.S. customary (USC) units. Use of dual units [USC units and metric (SI) 

units] may be acceptable, if such units are allowed by the applicable product specification and/or standard.

For monogrammed ball valves, does it mean that SI units for pressure and temperature are acceptable?

Yes

Spec 6D 24th Annex F Production type furnace is calibrated once in 12 month.

Thermocouple , Temperature controller , Temperature is calibrated once in 3 month.

The calibration frequency meets the requirement of API 6D - Annex F requirements.

But during heat treatment furnace calibration , the Scanner is used to verify the 9 point temperature 

measurement.

Does the temperature scanner which is not part production heat treatment furnace requires calibration 

frequency once in 3 month?

No. See F.4.3

Spec 6D 24th Annex F Parts manufactured from bar stock use raw material for which heat treating equipment compliance with API 

6D Annex F is difficult to verify.  Machine shops purchase raw material bar that has been heat treated in 

accordance with ASTM standards. Parts are machined from the bar material and do not receive subsequent 

heat treatment after machining. Example: seat rings, stems.

Question 1: Is API 6D Annex F intended to apply to raw material in bar form used to manufacture finished 

parts? 

Question 2: Do MTRs need to explicitly state compliance to API specification 6D 24th edition, Annex F?

Response 1: Yes

Response 2: No. The MTR does not need to explicitly state API 6D Annex F 

conformance. A certificate of conformance separate from the MTR may also suffice, but 

the heat treatment performed must meet the requirements.  See F.1

Spec 6D 24th Table 7 Table 7 requires ring joint groove number to be marked on valve flange OD (with low stress die-stamp or casted). Such 

marking is typically performed on each connector prior to sand-blast and paint. As a consequence, such markings are no 

longer visible for final inspection / after shipment.

Question 1: is enough to report such information on valve body nameplate?

Question 2: if no, can this information be reported on glued sticks (no metallic nameplate)?

Response 1: No.  The R number must be marked on the flange OD.

Response 2:  Yes.  A glued on nameplate may be provided in addition to the low-stress die-

stamp marking required by Section 11 and Table 7.

Spec 6D 24th 5.18.1 Clause 5.18.1 is referring to the requirement of actuator sizing and mounting kits shall be in accordance with API 6DX.

Question 1: Is that mandatory for the actuator manufacturers (electric, pneumatic, and hydraulic actuators) to provide 

the compliance certificate referring to API 6DX?

Question 2: Whether the actuator manufacturers should have valid API 6D monogram certificate when they do 

integration with other valve manufacturers bare stem valve? 

Response 1: No

Response 2: No



Spec 6D 24th Table J.4 API SPEC 6D Table J.4 Documentation requirements: 

Point number 4 of the table states that " Pressure test report (including pressure, test duration, test medium, and 

acceptance criteria) including copy of chart recorder used on pressure test " is applicable for QSL-2, QSL-3 & QSL-4.

API SPEC 6D J.3 Hydrostatic/Gas Testing: -

Para 3 States that “High-pressure shell and seat gas testing per QSL4 shall be performed submerged in a water bath. All 

QSL-4 pressure tests shall be recorded on time-based equipment.”

According to point no 4 of the Table J.4, Pressure test report is applicable from QSL-2 under documentation 

requirements. As per Para 3 of J.3, all QSL-4 pressure tests shall be recorded on time-based equipment.

Question 1: Does the time based equipment refers to a chart recorder ?

Question 2: Is the copy of Chart recorder not mandatory to be a part of pressure test report for QSL-2 & QSL-3?

Response 1. Yes

Response 2. No.  Chart record is mandatory.

Spec 6D 24th Table 7 and 

11

Per Table 7 Number 5b, melt identification shall be on both body/closure/end connection only. The first sentence after 

the table states, "The marking on the body, end connector, bonnet/cover and nameplate shall be visually legible. 

Marking on the body closure/end connector and bonnet/cover shall be not less than 0.25 in. (6 mm)." This implies to me 

that the marking must be visible on the final product however I have a vendor claiming the intention is pre-coating and 

that the marking requirements can be covered with paint with no additional tags. 

Question: Does the marking need to be visible on the final product?

No.  The intent is for the marking to be marked and legible to aid the manufacturer during the 

manufacturing process.  The product must be marked and can be retrieved by the customer in 

the future if necessary, by removing any paint/coating system that has been applied.

Spec 6D 24th 11 Question: Is the requirement of "marking on body, end connector, bonnet/cover of forged valve shall be visually legible" 

considered applicable to unpainted valves?

This question is made because in some cases the subsequent valves painting can lead to an illegible marking on body, 

end connector, bonnet/cover due to the painting thickness/product used. 

Yes.

Spec 6D 24th 9.3 From 9.3.“When the valve has been designed to withstand a higher hydrostatic shell test pressure per 5.8, the shell test 

pressure shall be 1.5 times the higher design pressure at 100° F(38° C).

When performing a higher hydrostatic shell test and the valve is flanged, the hydrostatic shell test shall be performed 

with bore sealing plugs to ensure the flanges are not subjected to test pressures greater than 1.5 times the valve flange 

rating.”

 

The referral to section 5.8 in section 9.3 is referencing valve cavity pressure relief. Section 5.8 states that if a valve 

cavity relief pressure exceeds133% of the pressure rating of the valve then the valve must be designed to meet that 

higher pressure and the shell test pressure shall be 1.5 times the higher designed pressure.

Question 1: Are bore sealing plugs required at all times?

Question 2: Are bore sealing plugs required only when the design pressure based on cavity relief pressure is higher 

than the 6D relief and design pressures? 

Question 3: if a valve is designed to 6D using standard operating pressures as defined in section 5.2 is the shell test 

pressure that is calculated by 1.5 times the operating pressure at temperature the maximum or minimum test pressure.?

Answer 1: No 

Answer 2: No

Answer 3: This question can't be answered considering it doesn't meet the request 

for interpretation format

Spec 6D 24th 5.5 A product was torque-tested as per acceptance criteria provided by the purchaser at the maximum pressure differential 

(MPD), but the torque value was calculated at full rating pressure during design process. 

Question 1: Is the performed test acceptable as design validation? 

Question 2: Is an additional torque test at full rating pressure required to validate the design?

Answer 1: Yes, but only to the MPD at which the valve was tested.

Answer 2: Yes, if you want to validate at full rating pressure.

Spec 6D 24th 5.5; 9.4.2 Question 1: Is the Hydro Seat Test Pressure for Actuator Operator Valves, the MPD as defined in Clause 5.5 if 

Specified by the Customer?

Question 2: If MPD is Specified by the Customer for actuator Operated Valves, Shall the Valve required to be tested 

at 1.1 times of the rated Pressure as per Clause 9.4.2?

Question 3: Shall we Claim the Valve is in Compliance with API 6D, if the Hydro seat test is performed only at 1.1 

times of the MPD as specified by the Customer & not as per Clause 9.4.2 at 1.1 times of ASME B16.34 rated pressure?

Question 4: As per Annexure J, QSL-1 is the quality level as per API 6D which requires High-pressure hydrostatic 

seat test @ 1.1 times the rated pressure per Clause 9.4. Shall we consider MPD specified by the customer as the rated 

pressure for actuator operated Valves?

Answer 1: No.

Answer 2: Yes.

Answer 3: No.

Answer 4: No.



Spec 6D 24th 6.5 Clarification needed to define if composition limits as per section 6.5 also applies to flanges that will be welded to the 

body by the manufacturer. Our interpretation of section 6.5, specific compositions limits, is that it applies only to 

welding ends for onsite welding.

Question: Weld ends on body and flanges for body on flanges welding by the manufacturer are not impacted by this 

requirement so the chemical composition of flanges is not impacted or limited by the requirement in section 6.5. Is our 

interpretation right?

Yes.  

The composition limits for all carbon steel parts are as specified by the manufacturer 

except for welding ends.  For carbon steel welding ends, the chemical composition 

limits are as specified in API 6D, Section 6.5.

Spec 6D 24th 8.2.3.2 Question 1: Is calibration at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of full scale allowed?

Question 2: is calibration at only 20%, 50%, and 80% of full scale allowed?
Answer 1: Yes,  25%, 50%, and  75%  represent 3 equidistant points of full scale. The 

inclusion of 0 and 100 is at the option of the user.

Answer 2: No, 20% , 50% and 80%  are not equidistant of full scale.  They are 

equidistant to themselves only and therefore do not meet the requirements.

Spec 6D 25th I.8.2.2 Helium gas is present in atmosphere with a concentration of 5ppm. In absence of leakages of helium, therefore, when 

performing helium gas test, the background reading should be 5ppm.

According the definition of section I.8.2.2, any reading higher the background reading is cause for rejection.

Just for comparison,  standard ISO 15848-2 (Fugitive emission production test), when pressure testing with 6 bar of 

99% Nitrogen / 1 % helium mixture, for the most stringent category in the industry (class A) defines as limit 50ppm. 

Moreover, in case of higher helium concentration in atmosphere, the background level may increase, making the 

sensibility of the test far lower (es. in case of background reading of 100ppm, it will be impossible to detect any leakage 

below that level.

Question 1: With a background reading of 5ppm, does a mass spectrometer reading of 10ppm when testing a valve 

(i.e.with a leakage of approximately 5ppm)  a cause for rejection?

Question 2: With a background reading of 500ppm, can a valve be accepted with a mass spectrometer reading of 

500ppm (i.e with an unknown leakage between 0 and  500 ppm)?

Answer 1: Yes

Answer 2: Yes

Spec 6D 25th 1 Based on the scope, can API 6D be used in designing the LNG valve, in which the medium is Liquid nitrogen, liquid 

hydrogen, etc. ?
Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.6.2 Does a valve with a seat injection point consisting of two fittings, where the first fitting is comprised of a non-return 

valve and is secured in the valve body by threads and a second fitting comprised of a non-return valve and grease 

injection functionality, and is secured into the first fitting by threads, meet the requirements of 5.6.2, first bullet?

Yes

Spec 6D 25th 3.1.17 All parts of a valve drive from the operator to and including the closure member connection that transmit or react to 

loads.  If compared to earlier API 6D 24th edition, it was  excluded operator as drive train component (For reference 

only)

Is an operator, like Gear box or actuator, considered a Drive train component per 6D, 25th Edition?  

No

Spec 6D 25th 5.2.3.1 For NPS 12 to NPS 24:

Question 1: Do ASME B16.5 and MSS SP-44 need to be followed?

Question 2: Do we need to follow either of the two standards?

Answer 1: No

Answer 2: Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.1.4 It is understood that , if more than one seal is used for pressure containing joint, the outer seal diameter shall be used for 

bolting calculation and flange stress verification. Also, fire safe seal shall be used as part of calcultion if this is the outer 

seal. For bolting calculation, verification is performed at test pressure, with allowable 0.83 SMYS (increased with 

respect to typical allowables for primary seal calculations). For flange stress verification, no allowable is provided. 

Question: We understand that actual requirement is for bolting calculation only. Shall Flange stress verification remain 

applicable for primary seal only?

No.   5.1.4 first sentence states “…bolting calculation and closure flange stress 

verification shall be the outer seal diameter of the largest seal…”

Spec 6D 25th 5.2.2 Clause specifies; If the non-standard end-to-end dimension includes pipe pups/transition pieces, those pieces shall 

conform to all requirements for the body.

Question 1: Are end to end dimensions of standard (regular) Butt weld end valve with pups considered as Non-

standard?  

Question 2: is the reference to 'those pieces' applicable to the transition pieces only?

Answer 1: No. Pipe pups/transition pieces are outside the end-to end dimensions in 

table C.1 to C.6 

Answer 2: Yes

Spec 6D 25th Table 13 Per table 13, Face-to-face/end-to-end dimensions, if not shown in or does not conform to Table C.1 to Table C.6 are 

non-standard

Question: Shall 'Valve length' not specified in API 6D but specified in ASME B16.10  be considered as non-standard 

and be marked on name plate?

Yes



Spec 6D 25th 5.2.3.1.3 "For valves up to NPS 24 (DN 600), the maximum measured difference between flanges shall be 0.02 in/ft

(1.75 mm/m)".

Question: Shall the maximum measured difference between flanges be measurement between the outer most faces of 

two flanges? (not between inner faces of the flanges) 

No. The back side of the flange can be as forged or as cast, so measurement location 

could provide an unreliable surface to measure from.

Spec 6D 25th 9.4.2 For investment castings (Lost-wax castings); is the use of ASTM A997 (Title - Investment Castings, Surface Acceptance 

Standards, Visual Examination) in conformance with the requirement of section 9.4.2?   
Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.1.3 According to §3.1.32 , pressure balance hole is an opening in the closure member that provides pressure balance 

between the valve bore and valve cavity only when in the open position. In lubricated plug valves the pressure balance 

hole provides pressure balance between the valve bore and valve cavity in both open and closed positions. Question: Is 

it correct to consider §5.1.3. not applicable for lubricated plug valves? 

Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.2.3.1.3 Parallelism of Aligned Flange Faces—Angular Alignment.

Question: Is the acceptable limit of parallelism based on the valve face to face dimension?
Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.2.3.1.3 For valves up to DN600, the maximum measured difference between flanges shall be 0.02 in./ft (1.75 mm/m) 

Question: Is the acceptable limit of parallelism based on the valve end flange outer diameter?
No

Spec 6D 25th 10.4 Per 10.3.4 "When the allowable test pressure rating of the pipe pup is less than the required hydrostatic test pressure, 

the valve shall first be hydrostatic tested without the pipe pups welded to the valve. Subsequently, the pipe pups shall be 

welded to the valve followed by a hydrostatic shell test of the assembly at a lower pressure than the MAWP specified 

by agreement".

Question: If the allowable test pressure rating of the pipe pup is less than the specified hydrostatic "seat" test pressure as 

per 10.4.1, may a lower test pressure be specified by agreement?

No

Spec 6D 25th 5.3.4 Is the "fully open position" the closure member position in which the hole of the closure member is aligned (within the 

allowable alignment tolerances) with the body bore? 
Yes

Spec 6D 25th K.3.1 When specified by the purchaser, a valve bore size not identified in Table 1 (see 4.4.1) shall be permitted.

Question 1: Can the meaning of "not identified in Table 1" be considered as "different from Table 1" both for listed and 

not listed bores in Table 1?

Question 2: For piggable line and when Annex K.3.1 is applicable, can the valve be designated (marked) as a full bore 

valve in compliance with 4.4.2? example: 40" 900 valve bore 944mm to match ID PIPE

Answer 1: No

Answer 2: No

Spec 6D 25th 6.1 Section 6 considers cast parts (§ 6.1.2) and forged parts (§6.1.3) as material for pressure -containing and pressure 

controlling materials.

Question: Can hot rolled bar be used for trim components?

Yes

Spec 6D 25th 10.5 Clause 10.5 reads "The set pressure of relief valves shall be between 1.1 and 1.33 times the valve pressure rating 

conforming to 4.3 for material at 250 °F (121 °C).The manufacturer shall specify the set pressure of relief valves for 

temperatures above 250 °F (121 °C)."

Question 1: Does the above statement means, valves with pressure relief valve with set pressure in accordance with API 

6D 25th edition Sec 10.5 only suitable for operating temperature up to 250°F(121°C)?

Question 2: Does the above statement means, for operating temperature above 250°F(121°C), set pressure of relief 

valves shall be between 1.1 and 1.33 times the valve pressure rating conforming to 4.3 for material at that operating 

temperature?

Answer 1: No

Answer 2: No.  See 10.5, last sentence.

Spec 6D 25th 5.4.5 "The interfaces between the operator or enclosed stem extension (when provided) and the valve shall be sealed to 

prevent the ingress of external contaminants and moisture."

Question 1: In case of valve with top cover, can a Graphite seal(Fire safe seal) provided at the Bonnet and top cover 

interface be considered as weather seal? or 

Question 2: is a weather seal required between operator and top cover interface?

Answer 1:  Cannot answer.  The manufacturer must validate if their selected seal 

material meets the design requirement.

Answer 2:  Yes. See 5.4.5.2

Spec 6D 25th 5.6.2 "when provided, Seat injection points shall have two non-return valves where one of the non-return valves shall be 

secured in the valve independent of the outer injection fitting."

Question: Can we provide one non-return valve which is integral with injection fitting without secondary non-return 

valve for seat injection points in pressure class CL.150 and CL.300?

No

Spec 6D 25th 5.1.4 Is "test condition" to be interpreted as each pressure or load case applied to the assembled pressure-containing parts, 

required by code or customer, before the assembled pressure-containing parts are delivered to the customer?
Yes.

Spec 6D 25th Table 12 In API 6D 25th edition table 12 additional marking Safe working load marking details. 

Is it mandatory to punch the safe working load on physical part of valves i.e., in body, bonnet and cover?
No, see K.8 



Spec 6D 25th 5.1.4 Per Clause 5.1.4, it is understood that if more than one seal used in pressure containing joint, the gasket or seal diameter 

used in the bolting calculation and closure flange stress verification shall be the outer seal diameter of the largest seal. 

When verifying the bolt stress at the outer seal diameter, the bolting stress shall not exceed 0.83 of SMYS at test 

condition.

Question: It our interpretation that the "test condition" refers to design pressure of valve (e.g., rated pressure as per 

ASME B16.34, etc. ). Is this correct?

No.  The term “test condition” means at test pressures encountered in 6D, Section 

10.

Spec 6D 25th 12 Section 12 refers to Valve body marking shall conform to the requirements of Table 11 whereas Table 11 is titled as 

Valve Marking on Body which contains all details for the Valve, not just the Body.

Question: Is it mandatory to have all the pressure containing castings to be marked as per API 20A clause 5.9, for the 

products manufactured as per API 6D

No

Spec 6D 25th 11 In the API 6D 25th edition Table 11 the marking requirement on the valve body. The Pattern number or Part number is 

not referred.

Question: Is it mandatory to include Pattern number or Part number as per API 20A in the valve body?

No

Spec 6D 25th I.3 As per Annex I, Table I.1, note g, wrought material applies to bar, forgings and plate.

Section I.3 sets production material requirements for castings, open-die forgings, close-die forgings and boltings.

Question 1: Are production material requirements of Section I.3 applicable to hot rolled bars and plates?

Question 2: Are hot rolled bars and plates considered open-die forgings?

Question 3: Are hot rolled bards and plates considered close-die forgings?

Answer 1:  No.

Answer 2:  No.

Answer 3:  No.

Spec 6D 25th Table C.3 Looking at Appendix C tables, it appears that the face-to-face and end-to-end dimensions, increase with valve size and 

pressure rating increasing.

Question: In Table C.3 for Class 900, the values of Short pattern and Compact pattern of Valves NPS 14, are shorter 

than those of NPS 12. Are they correct ?

No.  These values will be corrected via an Errata.

Spec 6D 25th 4.1.3 4.1.3 Ball Valves, Ball valves shall have a solid, one-piece normally spherical closure member that rotates on an axis 

perpendicular to the direction of flow.

Question: Is a ball valve with two spherical closure members in the same body considered in conformance with 4.1.3?

Yes

Spec 6D 25th 5.1.4 Question 1: Is the 0.83 of SMYS limit at test condition, using the outer seal diameter, an additional verification to a 

design performed using the first seal diameter (outer diameter of the inner seal) and so in full compliance to an industry-

accepted design code or standard?

Question 2: Shall the outer diameter of the first seal (smaller seal diameter) be used for sizing of bolting in conformance 

to an industry-accepted design code or standard, while the largest seal diameter is to be used for verification under test 

condition only (with stresses limited to 0.83 of SMYS)?

Answer 1:  No.

Answer 2:  No.

Spec 6D 25th 12.3 As per clause 12.3, the nameplate minimum letter size shall be 3 mm on valve sizes NPS 2 and larger. 

Can two separate name plates be provided to maintain minimum 3 mm letter height and capture all the requirements of 

Table 13?

Yes

Spec 6D 25th Table I.3 API 6D - Section 8.1 - asks for pressure boundary bolting in accordance with API 20E BSL1 and API20F BSL2 when 

relevant material is included into 20E/20F. Any material not included in 20E/20F shall follow Manufacturer's 

Specifications. Table I.3 mentions PMR as product materials requirement for QSL2. 

Question: Our interpretation is that production material requirement for QSL2 should still follow requirements on main 

body of API 6D.  Is this correct? 

Yes

Spec 6D 25th Table 13 Country of Manufacture

Question: Is the phrase "Made in" required to be on the nameplate?

No. “Format examples” do not have to be used provided the requirement is met. 


